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Introduction - a NEPP overview 
Partnering and Impact on the Community 
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NEPP Mission 
The NEPP mission is to provide 
guidance to NASA for the 
selection and application of 
microelectronics technologies, to 
technologies in the space 
environment and to ensu 
NEPP subset: NASA Electronic 
Parts Assurance Group (NEPAG 
- Focuses on dairy needs of parts 
assurance knowledge-base 
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NEPP Program - 
Goals and Objectives 
Main goal - Mission reliability to meet NASA exploration and 
science objectives 
- Ensure reliability of missions by "smart" investments in EEE parts 
technology, knowledge gathering and research 
.'*-'-n(ZB engineerlng resources required to maximize space and earth 
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NEPP and NEPAG: Overview 
Samples of NEPP Impact to the Community (I of 2) 
y nrolution lad to NASA 
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Samples of NEPP Impact to the Community (2 of 2) 
NEPP has supported DoD and other government anomalylproblem issues, technology 
developments, as well as joint knowledge-base development that have import to the NASA 
community 
In addition, NEPP has worked with industry to develop improved products for spaceflight 
including many small businesses - Government partner8 - Industry partnenr - DoD 
I - UEIMATSLI 
Sample Partnership Matrix 
Task Area Other Industry University I Government 
Multiple flight 
I_/ 
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Hypothetical New Technology Part 
Qualification Cost 
I I I Item cost Note 
I 
from cents to tens of thousands 
The Increasing Cost of Doing Business - 
Example: Radiation Single Event Effect Test Costs 
Qualification Testing of a Commercial Memory - 1996 to 2006 (1 of 2) 
Device under test (DUTs): issues - Sizaof memory 
f Dlivu complox.rity on taster .id. for 
mouni 0fmM.p..  ma^ tima processing, 
and lmpm oftam rum 
Commercial Memory 
- For use in solid state 
recorder (SSR) applications 
Sped 
)8 
SRAM memory 
* 4 Mbits per device 
6 0  MHz bus speed 
* Ceramic packaged DIP 
LCC or QFP 
2006 
- DUT: DDR2 SDRAM 
9 I Gblt per device 
1 or - Packaging 
M0d.rnd.v 
(haw ion m) mquiring s*ptuive 
*Cuny  utlo. M *vice 
4cmpMnnp (woot- 
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Example: Radiation Single Event Effect Test Costs 
Qualification Testing of Commercial Memories - 1996 to 2006 (2 of 2) 
Other test costs (radiation and reliabili 
have increased commensurately! 
State-of-the-art Flash Memory Evaluation 
I Mlorun 20b NAND Flash - Numborof B.d Blta SO nm CMOS 
DUT 
h 
TID in k d d i 0 :  
/ 
Note mode dependence of results. 
N 
ST lob NAND Flnh - Number o( 8.d Bit. 
I10 Mn CMOS 
ng non-volatlle memories (NVMs) focusing on: 
itecture, and application issues I NEP 
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First at speed SEE data on Actel RTAX-S FPGA 
SEE Data on Actel RTAXS: Shift Register Strings 
1 WE46 
A 
Power MOSFETs - 
Partial and Catastrophic SEGR in 100V Devices 
IRF1310 
Implications: 
These small breaks will 
Data for average increase In 
gate to source leakage current 
LET = 37 MeV-crn2/rno 
u 
3 
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SiGe Radiation Evaluation and Modeling - 
Working co//abontive/y with technology development pmgrams 
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State-of-the-art S DRAM Memory Eva I ua t ion 
Challenges for test preparation and data collection/analysis 
Plastic M 
.hc tliickiiess olplaslic mold (white arro\v) i s  approximatcly7 
4.8 inik1375.92 micrometer) 
he distance bcrucen top ofthe lead frame and top of the dic 
hlack arrow) I S  approxiniatcly 7.2 mils I IX2.M micromctcr) 
X-Ray Photo of a DUT I 
ninlng effective LET as a function of an( 
8s correcting for the energy lost by the ion 
m e s  overburden to the senstthe volume. as 
- Technology, architecture, anat&t methodoloay is& 
I Sensor Technologies - Key Results a 
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I 
FY07 Plans for NEPP Research: 
Focus on “large value” results 
I Leaend I I 
I Packaglng and passives have slrnllar “roadrnaps” 
NEPP Research Categories - Active Electronic 
I I 
SlGe and 
ixed Siar 
Summary and Comments 
- Challenge is the ever-increasing cost of doing business 
- New training modules are required for 
More than just a parts, packaging, and 
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